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CORRECTION Open Access
Correction to: Protective and therapeutic
role of 2-carbacyclic phosphatidic acid in
demyelinating disease

Shinji Yamamoto1, Kota Yamashina1, Masaki Ishikawa1, Mari Gotoh2, Sosuke Yagishita1, Kensuke Iwasa1,
Kei Maruyama1, Kimiko Murakami-Murofushi2 and Keisuke Yoshikawa1*
Correction
After publication of the article [1], it was brought to our at-
tention that an acknowledgement was missing from the ori-
ginal version. The authors would also like to include “We
appreciate that Dr. Yoshibumi Shimizu at Ochanomizu
University for sharing with us his preliminary experimental
results about 2ccPA in the mouse brain following intraperi-
toneal administration”.
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